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Everything has a different and equivalent value and worth,
Like things with a different worth can be equal but unique;
It is life to a degree and perspective of uneven value;
That means that to have a different worth, all must balance on earth.

  

For everything to be a of different worth things are not the same,
And people enjoy the different things, with each a different name;
Like in all things to have the most things win and this is fame,
And depends on judging things and giving people value if you're game.

  

The beauty of equivalence is the brilliance of a different worth,
When life has budded and the extravagance has out forth burst;
R when the price and the cost is too high of just right,
Then the truth of the matter is on the subject and in the light.

  

Then there is the things in life we have to settle for as a bit less,
When the turmoil and trouble has stretched the truth to a stress;
And the beauty has turned to ugliness and the worth is a mess,
So we have a different worth for everything and I'm just having a guess,

  

Then there is the need to write to see that things are expressed,
And the good and right is the love of it and a different worth the test;
For the real and the ideal situation is for everything to be the same,
But the different worth is proven in deciding who it is what tame.

  

For the shining of the light might his me directly in the eyes,
And the heavenly realms of the universe are the atmospheres skies;
And people will sit and when things, thinking they can have it all,
But with different worth it is the truth of it that proof is on the ball.

  

Signed,
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Same Values
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